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Errata

**B. V. Sreekantan (1925–2019)**

Palahalli R. Vishwanath

[Curr. Sci., 2019, 117(10), 1740–1743]

Page 1741 Col 3 Para 2 lines 26, 27

*should read as* P. C. Agrawal and R. K. Manchanda

*instead of* G. S. Agrawal and Manchanda

Page 1741 Col 3 Para 2 last sentence

*should read as* ‘Later Sreekantan and Naranan started rocket X-ray astronomy programme in 1970 and got interesting results.’

*instead of* ‘Later Sreekantan and Naranan started rocket X-ray astronomy programme in 1970 and got interesting results from the payload on the first satellite (Aryabhata) itself.’